A **4-year Technician position** is available to start in May 2022, at the *Cancer Stem Cells & Metastasis Dynamics Lab*.

**Candidates should have:**
- Technician degree in Biomedical Laboratory Research
- Advanced experience in animal mouse handling and mouse colonies
- Experience in tissue processing, histology, immunofluorescence
- Experience in cell culture and Molecular Biology techniques

**Candidates may also have:**
- Continuous learning motivation
- Experience in lab management
- Experience in microscopy techniques

**The Lab:** our lab is focused on cell plasticity heterogeneity in breast cancer metastasis and immunotherapy research – from the basic/fundamental research to translational discoveries.

**WEBSITE:** [https://celiaterrassalab.com/](https://celiaterrassalab.com/)

**IMIM** is located at the Biomedical Research Park of Barcelona (PRBB), being part of a fantastic scientific community, offering a highly innovative and enriching training environment for basic and translational research.

**To apply:** please send your CV and motivation letter with the main reason to join the lab to acelia@imim.es. **Deadline application:** March 31st.